Therapeutic magnetic microcarriers guided by magnetic resonance navigation for enhanced liver chemoembilization: a design review.
This review paper describes the past, present and future design of therapeutic magnetic carriers (TMMC) being guided in the vascular network using a novel technique known as magnetic resonance navigation (MRN). This targeting method is an extension of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technologies. MRN, based on magnetic gradient variation, aims to navigate carriers in real-time along a pre-planned trajectory from their injection site to a targeted area. As such, this approach should minimize systemic distribution of toxic agents loaded into the carriers and improve therapeutic efficacy by delivering a larger proportion of the drug injected. MRN-compatible carriers (shape, material, size, magnetic properties, biocompatibility) have to be designed by taking into consideration the constraints of the medical task and MRN. In the past, as a proof of concept of MRN feasibility, a 1.5-mm ferromagnetic bead was guided in the artery of a living swine with a clinical MRI system. Present day, to aim at medical applications, TMMC have been designed for targeted liver chemoembolization by MRN. TMMC are 50-μm biodegradable microparticles loaded with iron-cobalt nanoparticles and doxorubicin as an antitumor drug. TMMC were selectively guided to the right or left liver lobes in a rabbit model with a clinical MRI scanner upgraded with steering coils. To treat human liver tumor, according to the theoretical MRN model, future TMMC design should take into consideration magnetic nanoparticle properties (nature and loading), MRN platform performances (gradient amplitude and rise time) and vascular hepatic network properties (blood flow velocity and geometry) to optimize the carrier diameter for efficient chemoembolization.